The Jacmel Project: When Our Brushes Shook

The Jacmel Project: represented by the Greater Brockton Society for Poetry and the Arts, in cooperation with the Haitian Artists Assembly of Massachusetts, is a travelling post-earthquake retrospective supporting the artistic revitalization of Jacmel, a city known for its vibrant art community.

Twenty paintings are on display thru Feb. 24th. Artists include:
Fritz Duchaine
Andrelite Fleurimonde
Valentin Iviquel
Youveline Joseph
Nixon Ledger
Issac Pierre

Join us Feb. 10th for:
• Brockton / Canton Interactive Open Forum
• Gallery Drop-in
• Artists Reception

• Brockton / Canton Interactive Open Forum 12 - 1PM LA560 / C211
You’ll learn and discuss the significance of the Jacmel Project and its’ reach into the Boston and Haitian art communities.
Speakers:
President of the Greater Brockton Society of Poetry and the Arts, Arnie Danielson
Painter, and internationally known artist, Fritz Duchaine

• Gallery Drop-in 1 - 4PM Akillian Gallery, Canton Campus
Arnie Danielson, Fritz Duchaine, and other artists will be on hand all afternoon for an informal Meet & Greet. Drop by to see this inspiring exhibition.

• Artists Reception 5 - 8PM Akillian Gallery, Canton Campus
President of the Haitian Artists Assembly of Massachusetts, Charlot Lucien with Danielle Legros-Georges, professor at Leslie University, give a brief talk on Haitian art. Public invited, light refreshments served. Free event.